Press Releases

LEGRAND RELEASES IP-BASED RF LIGHTING
CONTROL DRIVERS FOR CONTROL4, ELAN AND
RTI HOME AUTOMATION SYSTEMS
MIDDLETOWN, Pa., December 17, 2018 – Legrand, the global leader in AV infrastructure, networking and
digital systems, announces three new IP-based drivers that will simplify the integration of its radiant® and
adorne® lines’ RF lighting control with Control4, Elan and RTI home automation systems.
The new drivers eliminate the need for RS232 to RF interfaces for third-party integration, saving time and
money in installations. Now Legrand’s LC7001 Whole House Lighting Controller will work as a bridge that can
communicate with the Control4, Elan and RTI control systems.
“These new IP-based drivers offer a new level of simplicity and cost savings for integrators implementing our RF
lighting solution,” said Fritz Werder, Legrand’s VP/general manager for the Nuvo and On-Q lines. “Seamless
control integration combined with Legrand’s differentiated radiant and adorne RF lighting devices offer a
winning combination for integrators looking to deliver more value to their custom home owners.”
Legrand RF lighting controls are a simple whole-home solution for custom integration projects, with a
comprehensive line of dimmers, switches, scene controllers and plug-ins. Available in the unique and stylish
designs of the radiant and adorne Collections, devices can be mixed and matched for the ultimate in fit and
finish. Based on a proprietary RF protocol, these devices offer robust and consistent lighting inside and outside
the home to address security, comfort and entertainment needs. Advanced functionality is offered in devices
such as Legrand’s Tru-Universal dimmer that works with any 120V dimmable lamp, load, or fixture, allowing
integrators to have one dimmer on their truck for all their lighting needs, including LED’s.
The drivers are available for download from the Legrand website via this
link: https://www.legrand.us/onq/rflighting-third-party-drivers.aspx.
For more information on Legrand’s new IP-based RF lighting control drivers, please click here.
About Legrand and Legrand, North and Central America
Legrand is a global specialist in electrical and digital building infrastructures. Its comprehensive offering of
solutions for use in commercial, industrial, and residential markets makes it a benchmark for customers
worldwide. Innovation for a steady flow of new products with high added value is a prime vector for growth,
including, in particular, connected devices stemming from Legrand’s global Eliot (Electricity and IoT) program.
Legrand reported sales of $5.6 billion in 2016. Legrand has a strong presence in North and Central America,
with a portfolio of well-known market brands and product lines that includes AFCO Systems, C2G, Cablofil, Chief,
Da-Lite, Electrorack, Finelite, Luxul, Middle Atlantic Products, Milestone AV, Nuvo, OCL, On-Q, Ortronics, Pass &
Seymour, Pinnacle, Projecta, QMotion, Quiktron, Raritan, Sanus, Server Technology, Solarfective, Vaddio,
Vantage, Wattstopper, and Wiremold. Legrand is listed on Euronext Paris and is a component stock of indexes
including the CAC40, FTSE4Good, MSCI World, ASPI, Corporate Oekom Rating, and DJSI (ISIN code
FR0010307819) www.legrand.us.
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